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The Parish of Saints Philip and James

In Ordinary Time

“You shall love the Lord, your God, with all your heart, with all
your soul and with all your mind. This is the greatest and
first commandment. The second is like it; You shall love your
neighbor as yourself.”
Matthew 22: 37-40
“With Philip & James we pray to live lives worthy of the call to be
Apostles of Hope”

Daily Mass: 7:30am and 9:15 am
Saturday 5pm Sunday: 8am 10 am 12noon
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Financial Support Needed weekly to meet Parish budget:
Weekly Collection: Sunday October 18th, 2020
Faith Direct :

(121 Participants)

Total Weekly Collection:
Your continued support of SSPJ is very much appreciated.

$ 10,857.

$17,890.

3,044.
$13,901.

Father Tom’s Letter
Dear Friends,

“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart,

with all your soul, and with all your mind....
You shall love your neighbor as yourself.”
These words of Jesus in today’s gospel are familiar to us, and they were familiar to the people of his day.
These commands were and are a key aspect of Jewish heritage, and also of Christian heritage. We can say
them and pray them fervently, but, Jesus shows us that we must also act on them. From Fr. Jude Siciliano,
OP:
Jesus’ teaching keeps us from claiming a rarefied love of God, as if God were some god-in-the-sky. We
can’t have a religion of wonderful liturgical practice and precise rituals and thus feel warm and cozy
with our God. This kind of religion produces an idol, the product of our own imagination. Nor can we
just strive to love neighbor without reference to God, because our basic human identity is as children
of God, made in God’s image and likeness. Believing in this inherent dignity of all human beings will
direct how we treat one another and keep us from yielding to injustices because of false perspectives
about humans beings....Jesus’ teaching isn’t about how we feel about God and neighbor, but what we
will do.... It seems that the only practical sign that we love God is that we love our neighbor.
Congratulations to our newly confirmed “essential gospel workers” who celebrated the sacrament on
Saturday. We pray that the Holy Spirit continue to strengthen, guide and inspire them. Thank you to all who
helped prepare both groups of Confirmandi - catechists, staff, and families.
We’re having a “Get Back On Track” raffle! Hopefully, you have received a copy of the letter explaining this
raffle along with a lucky ticket. There is also a copy included in today’s bulletin. With collections down and
expenses up due to the COVID pandemic, we are hoping many will consider taking a chance on this fund
raiser. We remain extremely sensitive to the current economic climate and hold gratitude in our hearts for
your continued support. Both the raffle effort along with the continuing Catholic Ministries Appeal effort, we
hope to make up some of the nearly $100,000 deficit which we’ve incurred during the pandemic.
And,
Talk about staying in shape!!
My goal for 2020 was to lose just 10 pounds. Only 15 to go!
I ate salad for dinner – mostly croutons and tomatoes. Really just one big round crouton with
tomato sauce - and cheese. OKAY, it was a pizza. I ate a pizza!
I just did a week’s worth of cardio after I walked into a spider web.
Finally, I don’t mean to brag, but I finished my 14 day diet food in 3 hours and 20 minutes!

Peace,

Apostles: We Who Are Sent...Hope: God’s constant gift of new possibilities

Mass Intentions, For the week of October 25th, 2020
Our Bread & Wine
For The Week of
October 25th, 2020
Are Offered

Saturday

Sunday

In Loving Memory
Of
Gail Pascalli

October 24th, 2020

9:15am

William F. Keough

Presider: Father Joe
Lector: B. Thompson

5:00pm

Stefano & Mary Giacoppo

October 25th, 2020

8am

For the People of SSPJ

Presider: Father Joe
Lector: T. Tobin

10:00am

Edward H.L. Smith

Collective Mass

12:00pm

Rev. Robert Giuntini
Joyce Duhning
Ralph Duhning
Patrice Bruno
William T. Quinn

October 26th, 2020~

7:30am

Maria Verdi

9:15am

Gail Pascalli

7:30am

Living-Joe Billone

9:15am

Stephen Crandall

7:30am

Thomas Bourguignon

9:15am

Joseph Marra

Presider: Father Tom
Lector: B O’Leary

Presider: Father Joe
Lector: P. Suski

With Love,
From the Schlee Familiy
Eucharistic Adoration –In
Church

Monday

Tuesday

October 27th, 2020~

Monday’s from 1:30-7pm
On 10/26
Eucharist Adoration
Will Conclude At 6pm

Wednesday

Thursday
Remembering in Our Prayers~
Angie Mingione
Angela Amoroso
Anna Ormsby
Antoinette Fisher
Arthur Gureck
Baby Ben
Barbara Bombace

Mattia Rose Lubrano

Belinda Groneman
Belinda Vega
Bob Keenan
Brendan
Claudia Chandler
Daniel Radice
Deirdre W.
Dolores North
Donna Patrissi
Dorothy Mitchell
Dylan Beach
Ellie Walsh
Ginny & John Rief
Gladys Blake
Gregory Parker
Ida Wehman
Jack Donohue
John Cronin
John DeStefano
J.C.
Joseph S.

Antonette Sabatino
Joseph Galletta
Judy Cunnius
Joe Napolitano
Judy Rampola
Kathleen N.
Kitty Cronin
Leon Donach
Mary Fresi
Maria Clark
Marie del Ciello
Matthew Parrella
Michael Fisher
Mike Lofaro
Monsignor Iocavacci
Peter Donach
P.I.
Ricardo Buffit
Richard Cembrale
Riordan Cavooris
Sara Jean Andersen
Stephen Dolce
Tara Cesarski
Vivien Cordes
Victoria Zubrycky
Vicki Archdeacon
William Quinn
For our Nation in time
of crisis

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

October 28th, 2020~

October 29th, 2020~

7:30am

Collective Mass

9:15am

Jack Duffy
Brian Brett

October 30th, 2020~

7:30am

Marjorie Weglen

9:15am

John Reese

October 31st, 2020~

9:15am

Evelyn M. McGreevy

Presider: Father Joe
Lector: P. Wos

5:00pm

Genevieve LaManna

November 1st, 2020

8:00am

For The People of SSPJ

Presider: Father Tom
Lector: M. Sehne

10:00am

Lisa Radke

Collective Mass

12:00pm

Gregoria G. Diaz
Evelyn Eustace
Jose Maria Batiller Jr.

Presider: Father Joe
Lector: A. Willman

Presider: Father Tom
Lector: P. O’Hara

We Remember… Resting in the arms of Jesus…
All we have lost in our hearts and in our lives...

THE NECESSITY OF MASS RESERVATIONS:
JUST A FRIENDLY REMINDER, ESPECIALLY AS WE
ENTER INTO THE COMING SEASONS:
IT IS OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO REGISTER
FOR SUNDAY MASS.
IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO, KINDLY CALL THE PARISH
CENTER: 631-584-5454
WE ARE CALLED TO CARE FOR AND TO BE A LIGHT
TO OTHERS…
PLEASE ASSIST US IN THIS CAUSE...AS APOSTLES OF
HOPE HELP US TO BE SAFE, BE WELL, BE
RESPONSIBLE, AND BE UNDERSTANDING.

All Souls Day Mass of Remembrance

FOOD PANTRY HELP

Monday, November 2, 2020 at 7:00 PM

TISSUES
SIZE 4 DIAPERS

At this Mass, we will remember

KING KULLEN & STOP & SHOP
GIFT CARDS
PARMALAT BOXED MILK

Our dear ones who have died between

GAS GIFT CARDS

Thank you for sharing your treasure.

With love and in a special way
September 1, 2019 and August 31, 2020

ALL ARE WECOME

CHURCH
CLOSURE:

Love in Action…
On Tuesday, October
20th, an SSPJ Apostle of
Hope brought 20 boxes of
much needed tissues to
the Parish Social Ministry
Office…
She explained…
“I found a $20.00 bill…”
At the very same time the
tissue delivery
arrived...two more cars
pulled up and unloaded
their trunks filled with
donations to our food
pantry…
It’s called GRACE…
And it’s a beautiful thing!

Try this week,
TO PASS IT ON…
Many thanks from a
grateful heart...

Sts. Philip and James Respect Life Committee will be
holding a drive-by Baby Shower after all the Masses on
this weekend of Oct. 24th/25th. Baby items needed are
diapers up to size 4, wipes, gently used or new clothing up
to size 4, strollers, car seats less than 4 years old (look at
the dates on the back of the seats). baby bathtubs, bathing
supplies, personal care items for the moms, financial
donations accepted.
To make a donation, please follow these directions
carefully:
Drive your car east on Clinton Ave., turn left on to
Remsen St. left into the back parking lot behind the
rectory, hand your donations to a member of the
Respect Life Committee standing on the sidewalk and
exit turning Left onto Clinton Ave. ( follow the signs)
Thank you in advance for your donation and
especially for your cooperation with these guidelines.
Any questions, please call 631-862-9370

OCTOBER~RESPECT LIFE MONTH
During October, Respect Life Month, the
Committee invites all parishioners to join us in
praying for Life in all it’s stages in the prayer
room after the 7:30 AM Mass, Monday through
Friday. When we gather, we must be safely
distanced and wearing masks.

In an effort to maintain
the health and safety of
our parish and school
community OUR CHUCH
WILL BE CLOSED for
ONE HOUR on
Wednesday and Thursday,
October 28 and 29th
from 1-2 pm.

Father Joe
Is In Need
Of A Car
If you might know of an
opportunity for him,
kindly contact the Parish
Center Office
At 631-584-5454

Thank you!

Dear Friends,
I hope you and your loved ones are well and staying safe. It’s certainly been a different
year. As people struggle with the many effects of the coronavirus, we pray for guidance in
moving forward, and we pray that a safe, effective vaccine is created as quickly as
possible.
It is never easy to ask for help and in these tough times, it’s humbling to have to do so.
But the bottom line is SSPJ Parish needs your help to keep going. You’ve seen the
weekend collection totals in the bulletin each week. Honestly, we need your help.
We’d like to raise $25,000 to help us defray the increased costs of sanitizing all areas in
the church and our grounds, as well as “catch up” financially from the burden posed by
the pandemic. On the next page, you will see information regarding a Parish raffle. The
cost per ticket is $25., or three tickets for $50. First prize is $5,000! Tickets will be mailed
to all Parishioners. Additional tickets will be available at the Parish center office.
In an effort to support our Parish that we all hold so dear, we invite you to an “Evening of
Grateful Praise and Worship” to be held in the church on Sunday, November 22nd from
3-5:00pm during which our raffle drawing will take place. We hope that gathering in
prayer and holding this raffle we can continue forward. More information will follow in
next weeks bulletin.
We are so grateful for all the support you have given to help our Parish Outreach assist so
many in need. So much of what we rely on financially to run our many parish programs
simply cannot happen this year.
Thank you for your prayers during this challenging time. As Apostles of Hope, we move
forward, trusting in God’s guidance and God’s always present love.
Peace to each of you,
Father Tom Haggerty

We invite you to An Evening of Praise and Worship
Sunday, November 22, 2020
From 3-5 pm.in our church
Join us at this evening of sharing scripture and song in praise
and thanksgiving for our many blessings.
Seating is limited – more details in next weekend’s bulletin.

Pumpkin Carving...With Sister T
October 21, 2020
Dear Friends,
It’s Pumpkin Season! And how do I know? Well if you live out on the East of Long Island, the LONG
lines of traffic coming from the city going to the farms is outrageous! Locals stay home as it can at times
be impossible to get out of your driveway. Believe me this is not far from the truth! So instead of picking
on Covid I thought I’d Pick a Pumpkin!
There is a prayer that resurfaces on the internet during this time of year and I always look forward to it
as a reminder. It speaks of how a Christian is like a pumpkin. There is no author, but I find the concept
inspiring. You can keep these thoughts before you in prayer or better still while you are carving a
Pumpkin or creating a Christian!
The first thing you do is pick out a pumpkin from the patch or the store or etc. Jesus has picked you to
be his very own and you are special. You take the Pumpkin home, clean it off. Our sins have been washed
away through Baptism, it is then you begin to form your original pumpkin carving (or Christian).
To get inside, the top of the pumpkin needs to be cut off. This is like opening our minds so we can learn
more about God’s ways. Today, I just happened to be learning how to recognize the messages of Hope
that come when I am in need. What do you want or need to learn about God?
Now the fun part, we get to scoop out the insides consisting of seeds and some pumpkin mush! As a
Christian we need to clean out those seed of betrayal, disappointment greed, anger, jealousy, hatred, and
doubt. It isn’t the easiest part and can be messy but so is life.
Ah, the carving begins, first the eyes. As Christians, it is so vital to learn how to see with the eyes of God.
This is a tall order but not impossible. Practice makes perfect and I am sure I’m not the only one who
needs practice. Do I see people as they can be, or do I judge? Can I see with the eyes of love despite
challenges? The Nose is next. Do I appreciate that which God has given me, am I grateful or do I put my
nose up at what has been given and desire more or better?
Well the mouth is next, and this can be a real challenge in so many ways. Does what I say, ‘speak life’?
Do my words bring people closer to God or send them running? Can I be silent when opinions may differ
radically? Does the mouth bear a smile that speaks of God’s love? Does it share God’s joy?
Ears, these can be difficult to carve and to function. Do I hear only what I want to hear and block out all
other things? Do I listen to people or am I preparing my answer for when they finish speaking? It is at
times hard to hear/listen to things we don’t want to hear, be it the truth?
All the above is a lot of work but worth it for when the candle is placed inside, no matter what the
pumpkin looks like it is part of God’s creation, with your help. The light will shine forth and permeate
the space, sharing its glow of God’s creation, love, and wisdom. Strive to Be that light of God inside the
pumpkin, inside that Christian.

Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults ~TEAM RCIA EDUCATION SERIES
This educational series is brought to us by the RCIA Team, utilizing Zoom sessions. For more information
or to join in, kindly email Michael Hoonhout at michael.hoonhout@gmail.com
October 25th

30th Sunday

Creation: Our Origins and Goodness

November 1st

31st Sunday

Revelation

November 8th

32nd Sunday

Catholic Traditions: Tour of the Church

November 15

33rd Sunday

God the Father

November 22nd

Christ The King

Jesus Christ

Music Notes
Our final Mary hymn of the month is Hail Mary: Gentle woman will be at the Communion.
The focus this weekend is love. Love of God and neighbor. The Presentation hymn, These
Alone Are Enough, asks God to give us love and Grace. These alone are enough for us. The
Sending Forth asks us to take the love of God with us as we go.
Make the seeds of God’s love grow.

So, let us sing of the love of God. Remember soft in church loud at home.

2020 ELECTION NOVENA

A FUTURE NOT OUR OWN
It helps now and then to step back and take a long
view.
The Kingdom is not only beyond our efforts,
it is beyond our vision.

Bearing in mind our nation’s challenges
and the need for wise, moral, civic
leadership, the USCCB is offering an
electronic Election Novena to help
Catholics form their consciences as they
prepare for the upcoming election.
For nine consecutive days, Monday,
October 26 through Tuesday, November 3,
participants will be encouraged to pray one
Our Father, Hail Mary, and Glory Be for the
day’s intention.
closing prayer for elected leaders will be
offered on day 10, Wednesday, November
4. On this page, you can find the daily
intentions, signup to receive the novena
intentions daily by email, and download
graphics for each day's intention for use on
social media.
Additionally, you can find even more
resources to help you and your community
learn more about responding to our call to
be faithful citizens.
More information: usccb.org

We accomplish in our lifetime only a fraction
of the magnificent enterprise that is God's work.
Nothing we do is complete, which is another way of
saying that the kingdom always lies beyond us.
No statement says all that could be said.
No prayer fully expresses our faith. No confession
brings perfection, no pastoral visit brings
wholeness.
No program accomplishes the Church's mission.
No set of goals and objectives include everything.
This is what we are about. We plant the seeds that
one
day will grow. We water the seeds already planted
knowing that they hold future promise.
We lay foundations that will need further
development.
We provide yeast that produces effects
far beyond our capabilities.
We cannot do everything, and there is a sense of
liberation in realizing this.
This enables us to do something, and to do it very
well.
It may be incomplete, but it is a beginning,
a step along the way, an opportunity for the Lord's
grace to enter and do the rest.
We may never see the end results, but that is the
difference between the master builder and the
worker.
We are workers, not master builders, ministers, not
messiahs. We are prophets of a future not our
own.
Amen.
— Bishop Ken Untener of Saginaw, Mich.

Dear Parish Family,
For several months we have shared our movement forward, ever so slowly, toward reaching Sts. Philip & James
2020 Catholic Ministries Appeal goal of $111,000.
We never lose that wonderful feeling of gratitude for the generosity of all who have assisted us on our journey
upward.
As the seasons change and we approach a new year, let us be grateful for each day we rise and each day we think
of those struggling before us.
The Catholic Ministries Appeal does just that, and only because of people like us, Apostles who HOPE, who
think of and remain open to opportunities to serve.
Your contributions to the CMA Appeal feed, warm, care, support and touch so many different lives afflicted with
hardship.
For SSPJ Parish, reaching our goal for the Catholic Ministries appeal means continued assistance to warm,
care, support and touch all who extend to us the opportunity to serve.
As we near the end of a challenging year, won’t you, if able, make a donation to the 2020 Catholic Ministries
Appeal?
Thank you
Payments
increased by:
$1,760. this week.
Pledges increased
by: $900.00

2020 CMA
GOAL
$111,000

Pledges
received
as of
October
20th
$102,814

Payments
As of
October
20th
$95,664.

SSPJ School Students...They “ARE READY” for the Challenge!

GIRL SCOUT PRAY AND PLAY DAY
This year’s Girl Scout Pray and Play Day will be a virtual meeting on Zoom. The theme is “House of God”
and the presentation and activities are designed to increase each girl’s knowledge about God’s house. It will
be on Saturday, November 14, 2020, from 11:00 AM to 12:15 PM. The cost is $5.00 for the patch and craft
supplies and registration and payment can be made on the DRVC website: https://www.drvc.org/scouting/. The
registration deadline is 11/7/20.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION MINISTRY

Spiritual Reflection by Ron Rolheiser, OMI
THE PRINCE OF LIES
Looking at our world today, what frightens and unsettles me more than the threat of the Covid virus, more
than the growing inequality between the rich and the poor, more than the dangers of climate change, and
even more than the bitter hatred that now separates us from each other, is our loss of any sense of truth, our
facile denial of whatever truths we judge to be inconvenient, and our slogans of “fake news”, “alternate facts”,
and phantom conspiracies. Social media, for all the good it has brought, has also created a platform for
anyone to make up his or her own truth and then work at eroding the truths that bind us together and anchor
our sanity. We now live in a world where two plus two often no longer equals four. This plays on our very
sanity and has created as certain social insanity. The truths which anchor our common life are becoming
unmoored.
This is evil, clearly, and Jesus alerts us to that by telling us that Satan is preeminently the Prince of Lies.
Lying is the ultimate spiritual, moral, and psychological danger. It lies at the root of what Jesus calls the
“unforgivable sin against the Holy Spirit”. What’s this sin and why is it unforgivable?
Here’s the context within which Jesus warns us about this sin: He had just cast out a demon. The religious
leaders of the time believed as a dogma in their faith that only someone who came from God could cast out a
demon. Jesus had just cast out a demon, but their hatred of him made this a very inconvenient truth for them
to swallow. So they chose to deny what they knew to be true, to deny reality. They chose to lie, affirming
(even as they knew better) that Jesus had done it by the power of Beelzebub. Initially Jesus tried to point out
the illogic of their position, but they persisted. It’s then that he issued his warning about the unforgivable sin
against the Holy Spirit. At that time he’s not accusing them of committing that sin, but he’s warning them that
the path they are on, if not corrected, can lead to that sin. In essence, he’s saying this: if we tell a lie long
enough, eventually we will believe it and this so warps our conscience that we begin to see truth as falsehood
and falsehood as truth. The sin then becomes unforgivable because we no longer want to be forgiven nor
indeed will accept forgiveness. God is willing to forgive the sin but we are unwilling to accept forgiveness
because we see sin as good and goodness as sin. Why would we want forgiveness?
It’s possible to end up in this state, a state wherein we judge the gifts of the Holy Spirit (charity, joy, peace,
patience, goodness, endurance, fidelity, mildness, and chastity) as false, as being against life, as a
malevolent naiveté. And the first step in moving towards this condition is lying, refusing to acknowledge the
truth. The subsequent steps also are lying, that is, the continued refusal to accept the truth so that eventually
we believe our own lies and we see them as the truth and the truth as a lie. Bluntly put, that’s what constitutes
hell.
Hell isn’t a place where one is sorrowful, repentant, and begging God for just one more chance to make
things right. Nor is hell ever a nasty surprise waiting for an essentially honest person. If there’s anyone in hell,
that person is there in arrogance, pitying people in heaven, seeing heaven as hell, darkness as light,
falsehood as truth, evil as goodness, hatred as love, empathy as weakness, arrogance as strength, sanity as
insanity, and God as the devil.
One of the central lessons in the gospels is this: lying is dangerous, the most dangerous of all sins. And this
doesn’t just play out in terms of our relationship with God and the Holy Spirit. When we lie we’re not only
playing fast and loose with God, we’re also playing fast and loose with our own sanity. Our sanity is
contingent on what classical theology terms the “Oneness” of God. What this means in lay terms is that God
is consistent. There are no contradictions inside of God and because of that, reality can also be trusted to be
consistent. Our sanity depends on that trust. For instance, should we ever arrive at a day where two plus two
no longer equals four, then the very underpinnings of our sanity will be gone; we’ll literally be unmoored. Our
personal sanity and our social sanity depend upon the truth, upon us acknowledging the truth, upon us telling
the truth, and upon two plus two forever equaling four.
Martin Luther once said: sin boldly! He meant a lot of things by that, but one thing he certainly did mean is
that the ultimate spiritual and moral danger is to cover our weaknesses with lies because Satan is the Prince
of Lies!
Oblate Father Ron Rolheiser, theologian, teacher, and award-winning author, is President of the Oblate School of Theology in San Antonio, TX. He can be contacted through his website
www.ronrolheiser.com.
Now on Facebook www.facebook.com/ronrolheiser

Preparing for Next Sunday ~ All Saints Day

